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Abstract: Disease spread has traditionally been described as a traveling wave of constant velocity. However,

aerially dispersed pathogens capable of long-distance dispersal often have dispersal gradients with extended

tails that could result in acceleration of the epidemic front. We evaluated empirical data with a simple model of

disease spread that incorporates logistic growth in time with an inverse power function for dispersal. The scale

invariance of the power law dispersal function implies its applicability at any spatial scale; indeed, the model

successfully described epidemics ranging over six orders of magnitude, from experimental field plots to con-

tinental-scale epidemics of both plant and animal diseases. The distance traveled by epidemic fronts

approximately doubled per unit time, velocity increased linearly with distance (slope *½), and the exponent

of the inverse power law was approximately 2. We found that it also may be possible to scale epidemics to

account for initial outbreak focus size and the frequency of susceptible hosts. These relationships improve

understanding of the geographic spread of emerging diseases, and facilitate the development of methods for

predicting and preventing epidemics of plants, animals, and humans caused by pathogens that are capable of

long-distance dispersal.
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INTRODUCTION

Infectious diseases and invasive species have important

impacts on human health and ecosystem function (Crowl

et al., 2008). New pathogens or pathogen strains can spread

rapidly, and invasive species often serve as the vectors and/

or reservoirs for the establishment of emerging diseases

(e.g., Culex pipiens and West Nile Virus; Aedes albopictus

and dengue). Understanding outbreaks of such diseases can

contribute significantly to identifying appropriate disease

control strategies (Gewin, 2004). A crucial component of

this knowledge is the pattern of disease spread in time and

space. Traditionally, disease spread has been modeled as a

traveling wave, with constant velocity determined by the

reproductive capacity and dispersal ability of a pathogen,

and its reservoir host(s) or vector(s) (Mollison, 1977).

Epidemic velocity, as defined for purposes of this study, isCorrespondence to: Christopher C. Mundt, e-mail: mundtc@science.oregonstate.edu
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the distance that the epidemic front advances per unit of

time, with the epidemic front defined by either presence/

absence of disease or by a specific prevalence level. Trav-

eling wave models are based on random walk processes,

with a key assumption that the decline of inoculum with

distance, often called a dispersal gradient or dispersal ker-

nel, is exponentially bound (Mollison, 1977). A traveling

wave can be represented as a time series of evenly spaced

parallel disease gradients moving outward as the epidemic

proliferates (Fig. 1).

The form of a pathogen’s dispersal gradient strongly

affects the expected pattern of disease spread (Kot et al.,

1996; Clark et al., 2001; Hastings et al., 2005). A disease that

spreads through close proximity or contact between hosts is

likely to have an exponentially bound dispersal function and

to proliferate as a traveling wave phenomenon (e.g., Grenfell

et al., 2001; Cummings et al., 2004). Aerially dispersed

pathogens, however, often have dispersal gradients with the

extended ‘‘fat tails’’ associated with long-distance dispersal,

and the inverse power law has often been used to describe

this type of dispersal gradient (Gregory, 1968). Although

traveling wave models have sometimes been applied to

aerially dispersed plant pathogens, dispersive waves of

accelerating velocity may be more appropriate (Ferrandino,

1993; Scherm, 1996; Frantzen and van den Bosch, 2000);

many fungal plant pathogens are wind-dispersed, and

long-distance dispersal of spores often dominates their

spread (Brown and Hovmøller, 2002). Dispersal of some

animal and human pathogens can have a significant aerial

dispersal component and, in these cases, may be more

accurately described by dispersive wave models (e.g., West

Nile virus, foot and mouth disease, and avian influenza).

In this study, we used a simple spatiotemporal model

that incorporates the well-known logistic growth equation

for the temporal proliferation of disease, and an inverse

power law to describe the pathogen’s dispersal gradient

(Jeger, 1983; Ferrandino, 1993; Madden et al., 2007). The

inverse power law as applied to disease is y = a/xb, where y

is disease prevalence resulting from pathogen dispersal, a is

the strength of the disease source, x is distance from the

initial disease focus, and b determines the steepness of the

disease gradient. The partial derivatives for this pair of

equations yield a prediction for instantaneous epidemic

velocity (vt):

vt ¼ rxt=b ð1Þ

where r is the intrinsic rate of disease increase. A plot of

epidemic velocity versus distance should thus give a

straight line with slope r/b if epidemics begin at the same

initial distance from the geographic disease focus (x0). A

more common comparison of interest would be that of two

epidemics expanding from their respective foci at the same

time, where, x0 is proportional to r, i.e., time is measured in

system-specific time units (1/r). Velocity can then be

described as

vt ¼ xt=b: ð2Þ

Equation (2) is a version of Eq. (1) scaled to account

for the fact that initial distance of the epidemic front (x0) is

proportional to the infection rate (r). Under this function,

two epidemics with the same dispersal exponent (b) but

different infection rate (r) will attain the same velocity at a

given distance, but it will take the epidemic of lower r a

longer time to arrive at that distance. The position of the

wavefront (xt) becomes exponentially more distant from

its origin over time (Madden et al., 2007), and can be

described (Mundt et al., 2009) as

xt ¼ x0 b=b� 1ð Þt : ð3Þ

Thus, a plot of ln(xt) versus time should be linear with a

slope of ln(b/(b - 1)).

We have analyzed the spread of stripe rust (Puccinia

striiformis), a wind-dispersed fungal pathogen of wheat

(Triticum aestivum), in artificially inoculated pure and

Figure 1. Representation of expected disease gradients for a traveling

epidemic wave. Data were generated from an integrated form of a

spatiotemporal model combining the logistic growth equation for

temporal disease increase with a negative exponential for disease

spread in space (Eq. [7.33] of Madden et al., 2007). Sequential lines

represent disease gradients (disease levels plotted against distance) for

observations equally spaced in time.
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mixed plots of wheat genotypes that are either susceptible

or resistant to this pathogen. Disease gradients became

increasingly flattened over time (Fig. 2), as expected for a

dispersive epidemic wave. Wheat stripe rust spread farther

in monocultures of a susceptible genotype than in mixed

stands of susceptible and resistant wheat genotypes, and

farther downwind than upwind (Cowger et al., 2005). To

test the validity of Eqs. 2 and 3, we tracked the 30% disease

prevalence level in the downwind direction for both

monocultures and mixed stands, and found that the posi-

tion of the epidemic wavefront (xt) became exponentially

more distant with time (Fig. 3a). As predicted by Eq. (2),

both monoculture and mixed stand data fell on the same

line when velocity was plotted against distance (Fig. 3b),

but the epidemic wavefront in the mixed stands took longer

to reach a given distance than it did in monoculture plots

(Fig. 3a). Similar relationships were found among data

from all 3 years of the experiment, across multiple preva-

lence levels, and both upwind and downwind (Mundt et al.,

2009).

The power law is scale invariant (Gisiger, 2001), and

thus may be applicable across a wide range of spatial scales.

To test this hypothesis, we examined the transcontinental

spread of five historically important plant and zoonotic

disease pandemics: potato late blight, wheat stem rust,

southern corn leaf blight, West Nile virus, and H5N1 avian

influenza (Mundt et al., 2009). Two of these diseases are

explored below.

Potato (Solanum tuberosum) late blight, caused by the

wind-dispersed oomycete Phytophthora infestans, was the

proximate cause of the Irish Famine of 1845–1846.

Figure 2. Disease gradients of wheat stripe rust in experimental

field plots. Prevalence is the percent of the maximum possible

number of infections on the susceptible wheat genotype at a given

sampling distance. a Susceptible wheat genotype in monoculture.

b Mixture of the susceptible wheat genotype with a resistant one.

Sequential lines represent disease readings at weekly intervals.

Distance 0 represents the site of artificial inoculation; positive

distances are downwind and negative distances are upwind. Adapted

from Cowger et al. (2005); � 2005, American Phytopathological

Society.

Figure 3. Epidemic spread based on 30% disease prevalence of the

susceptible wheat genotype for data shown in Fig. 2. a Position of

epidemic front over time. b Epidemic velocity versus distance from

initial focus. Squares indicate monoculture population and triangles

represent mixture population. Example data points circled in b show

that epidemic velocity was about 5 m/week at 10 m distance for both

monoculture and mixture; comparison with the corresponding

points circled in a shows that it took the epidemic in the mixture

about 2 weeks longer to attain that distance. Adapted from Mundt

et al. (2009), � 2009, The University of Chicago Press.
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Bourke (1964) retrospectively tracked the path of the epi-

demic based on accounts in contemporary periodicals, and

plotted the position of the epidemic front in monthly

increments (Fig. 4a). Using these data, we analyzed the

progress of the potato blight epidemic from Belgium (the

point of introduction) across continental Europe during

the period June through October 1845, along transects

separated by 22.5-degree increments (S, SSE, SE, etc.). The

observed pattern of this continental-scale epidemic (Fig. 4)

matched those from our field-level studies with wheat

stripe rust (Fig. 3), i.e., the position of the epidemic front

became exponentially more distant with time, and epi-

demic velocity increased linearly with distance (Fig. 4b–d).

There was some deviation from expectation due to both

directional and random effects. Overprediction of the

regressions for October (Fig. 4b, d) was related mostly to

the S and SSE transects, which had the lowest slopes of

ln(xt) on time (Fig. 4c) and the largest deviations for the

October data in plots of velocity versus distance (Fig. 4d).

By October, the epidemic reached the Pyrenees and Alps

mountain ranges (and hence the limits of potato produc-

tion) (Fig. 4a), which restricted its spread in the S and SSE

directions. Similar continental spread patterns occurred in

North American epidemics of wheat stem rust in 1923 and

southern corn leaf blight in 1970 (Mundt et al., 2009).

West Nile virus dispersed rapidly across North Amer-

ica following its initial appearance in New York City in

mid-1999, expanding its range through dispersal by

migratory birds (Fig. 4a). The epidemic front moved

exponentially with time, and velocity increased linearly

with distance (Fig. 4b–d). Much of the variation in

regression of ln(xt) on time was due to directional effects,

which were established early in the epidemic (Fig. 4b). This

is supported by the relatively small variation in the

regression of velocity on distance (Fig. 4d), for which all

data are expected to fall on the same line regardless of x0.

Though the observed dispersal of West Nile virus was more

rapid than predicted by some models (Peterson et al.,

2003), the pattern is consistent with predictions from our

analysis of empirical data for plant diseases. Avian influ-

enza H5N1, which also is spread in part by migratory birds,

exhibited similar behavior in its spread from China across

Eurasia and Africa during the period from 2003 to 2006

(Mundt et al., 2009).

The value of b, the exponent of the power law dispersal

gradient, can be estimated from the regression of ln(xt) on

time (based on Eq. [3]), or velocity on distance (based on

Eq. [2]) (Mundt et al., 2009). Both methods were used with

the data shown in Fig. 2 and with five continental-scale

epidemics (Mundt et al., 2009). The mean value of b over

Figure 4. Continental spread of potato late blight and West Nile

virus. a Maps showing original point of introduction (black dot),

subsequent spread over time (black curves), and measurement

transects (gray lines). b Position of epidemic front (log scale) versus

time. Regression line is through mean over transect directions. c Key

for transect directions plotted in b and d; numbers indicate

regression slopes of ln(distance) on time for individual directions.

d Epidemic velocity versus distance; symbols represent different

transect directions. Adapted from Mundt et al. (2009), � 2009, The

University of Chicago Press. Map for spread of potato late blight

originally adapted from Bourke (1964); used by permission from

Macmillan Publishers Ltd, � 1964.
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all regressions of ln(xt) on time was 1.95 (range, 1.74–2.14),

the mean value of b for regressions of velocity on distance

was 1.97 (range, 1.75–2.36), and the 95% confidence

intervals included 2 in most cases (Table 1). It is therefore

reasonable to conclude that an inverse square law may

provide a valid approximation for predicting the dispersal

rates of aerially dispersed pathogens. In fact, an inverse

square relationship has been used to describe the dispersal

gradients of a range of aerially disseminated pathogens,

pollen, and seeds (Gregory, 1973; Harper, 1977; Waggoner,

1983; Ferrandino, 1996; Shaw et al., 2006), and bird

migration has been described using power law or related

‘‘fat-tailed’’ models (e.g., Paradis et al., 2002; Van Houtan

et al., 2007). Assuming that b * 2 provides two simple

approximations for the spread of epidemics: the distance of

the epidemic front from the initial focus will double per

unit time, i.e., xt = x0(2)t, and a plot of velocity versus

distance will have a slope of ½. We evaluated this model at

both small (field plot) and large (continental) spatial scales,

and expect that it also will be valid at intermediate spatial

scales.

The properties of the power law suggest additional

scaling relationships for epidemics caused by pathogens

capable of long-distance dispersal. For example, a disease

governed by power law dispersal should spread in pro-

portion to its initial focus size. To test this, we studied

Table 1. Estimates of the Exponent, b, of the Inverse Power Law Dispersal Gradient Required to Obtain Observed Patterns of Disease

Spread

Epidemica Maximum distance Temporal regressionsc Spatial regressionsd

(km)b b LCLe UCL b LCL UCL

Stripe rust experiment, monoculture 0.032 1.96 1.78 2.21 1.75 1.56 1.98

Stripe rust experiment, mixture 0.009 2.00 1.80 2.29 1.93 1.61 2.41

Potato late blight 1845 700 2.01 1.64 2.81 2.36 2.11 2.67

Stem rust 1923 2180 1.95 1.93 1.96 1.86 1.75 1.99

Southern corn leaf blight 1970 1886 2.14 1.90 2.51 1.96 1.38 3.38

West Nile virus 1999–2002 2563 1.83 1.59 2.24 1.90 1.76 2.06

Avian influenza H5N1 2004–2006 9329 1.74 1.56 2.01 2.05 1.82 2.36

Mean 1.95 1.97

aData for stripe rust experiments shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Other data shown in Fig. 4 and/or Mundt et al. (2009).
bMaximum distance of disease spread observed in each data set.
cFor temporal analyses, b was estimated as es/es - 1, where s is the slope of the regression of ln(xt, position of the epidemic front) on time.
dFor spatial analyses, b was estimated as the inverse of the slope of velocity regressed on distance.
eLCL and UCL are 95% lower and upper confidence limits of b, respectively, back-calculated from standard errors of regression slopes.

Figure 5. Effect of initial disease focus size on epidemic spread of

wheat stripe rust. a Representation of field plots (rectangles) and

artificially inoculated foci (squares within rectangles). Linear dimen-

sions of plots, initial disease foci, and distance between sampling sites

(not shown) in small plots were one-fourth those in large plots.

b Disease gradient for last sampling date with distance expressed in

meters. c Same data as in b, but distance expressed as number of

focus widths.

Multiple-Scale Spread of Disease



wheat stripe rust in field plots differing in plot and focus

size (Fig. 5a). Disease gradients (prevalence plotted vs.

distance) show that epidemics advanced substantially far-

ther in plots with larger outbreak foci (Fig. 5b). When

scaled to focus width, however, disease gradients were

nearly identical, supporting the hypothesis of proportion-

ality to initial focus size (Fig. 5c). We also scaled disease

spread to the proportion of susceptible plants in field plots,

as the intrinsic rate of disease increase is often expected to

be proportional to the frequency of susceptible hosts

(Mundt, 2002; Keesing et al., 2006). When disease preva-

lence was plotted against distance, epidemics advanced

farther in plots with a higher proportion of susceptible

plants (Fig. 6a). Disease gradients were very similar, how-

ever, when prevalence was plotted against distance divided

by the proportion of susceptible plants (Fig. 6b). Though

yet to be tested, we anticipate that these scaling relation-

ships will apply over a wide range of spatial scales.

Our biogeographic analyses provide simple empirical

relationships for predicting and analyzing the spread of

pathogens at the field, landscape, and continental scales.

The experimental data we evaluated were collected under

environmental conditions conducive for disease spread.

Deviations from these observed patterns could occur in

other conditions, such as when environmental conditions

change radically or when spatiotemporal changes in host

availability occur (e.g., Aylor, 2003). Our approach is based

on data resulting from multiple dispersal events, while

predicting individual dispersal events would likely require

highly mechanistic meteorological models (e.g., Isard et al.,

2005). Further, we expect there to be situations in which

epidemic spread is intermediate between dispersive wave

and traditional traveling wave models. Despite these

caveats, the empirical evidence we have gathered from

recent and historic plant and zoonotic pandemics shows

that the properties and patterns they exhibit are similar to

those documented in experimental trials (Mundt et al.,

2009). The observed parallels and convergences in the

spatiotemporal dispersal of pathogens at multiple spatial

scales provide a useful heuristic framework for identifying

and studying deviations from these expected biogeographic

patterns. We believe the relationships we have described

can promote a better understanding of the dynamics of the

proliferation and geographic dispersal of emerging patho-

gens, and facilitate the development of improved methods

for predicting and preventing epidemics of plants, animals,

and humans caused by pathogens capable of long-distance

dispersal.
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